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AN OVERVIEW OF CLIMATIC ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR WINTER

Eric M. Jones and Robert C. Malone

Earth and Space Scimces Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Introduction

In the past few years the physical science community has come to real-

ize that a major nuclear war could have important climatic consequences.

Smoke injected into the atmosphere as a result of numerous nuclear explo-

sions would block sunlight from reaching the surface. In addition, th:

smoke clouds would be relatively transparent to infrared radiation so the

ground would cool. This surface cooling, which could last for several weeks

at least, has given rise to Richard Turco’s descriptive term “Nuclear

Winter.”

Studies of nuclear winter have only taken place since 1982, yet in

those three years our understanding of the atmospheric consequences of a

nuclear uar has increased dramatically. Although considerable uncertainty

remains and we are a long uay from being able to make quantitative predic-

tions of the length and severity of a n::clearwinter, it seems appropriate

at this time to summarize the sti~te of our understanding and to give

qualitative assessments which might guide the thinking and planning of those

contemplating the biological and human impacts.

In this paper we will begin with a short history of the subject, fol-

loued by a discussion of the important physical processes and parameters,

and a brief portrayal of a plausible nuclear winter. We will conclude wjth

a discussion

about nuclear

History

Nuclear

occur in a

of the use and mis-use of analogs, some general statements

winter, and a reiteration of uncertainties.

winter

mjor

ThroughTut the first

come9 about because the thousands of fires that might

nuclear war will inject smoke into the atmosphere.

two decades that nuclear explosives existed (1945-1963)
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it was known, of course, that intense fires could be set. The only tuo uses

of nuclear weapons in war (Hiroshima and Nagasaki) both set intense,

city-consuming fires. However, because these two explosions and all of the

subsequent atmospheric nuclear tests were well separated in time and space,

no one developed an appreciation for the potential cumulative consequences

of hundreds or thousands of explosions and resulting fires.

The first progress came in 1960 from an unexpected direction.

Discovery of apparently extraterrestrialmaterial in the Cretaceous-Tertiary

(K-T) boundary clay led LO the plausible theory that the impact of a comet

or asteroid on the Earth 65 million years ago placed a very large amount of

dust in the atmosphere. Planet-wide cooling resulted and may have triggered

mass extinctions. (He note that although the fact of an impact having

caused emplacement of the K-T boundary clay seems well-established, much

work remains to be done on the climatlc and biological consequences. We

will return to this point at the close of this paper).

No matter how studies of the Cretaceous-Tertiary event turn out, the

theory of particulate-inducedcooling set sel’eralgroups to thinking about

similar effects in the nuclear war case. At first, attention was focused on

the effects of dust known to be lofted by near-surface bursts. Preliminary

estimates suggested that cooling of the order of that experienced in

1815-1816 as a result of the eruption of Tambora might be expected.

However, in 1982 Crutzen and Birks called attention to smoke production and

published an estimate of the amount that might be produced. Althouqh their

estimates where necessarily crude, they correctly surmised that the climatic

consequences could be far greater than the dl~st-onlyestimates suggested.

The reason for this is that smoke 1s generally ; much better absorber of

sunlight than 1s dust or the sulfate particles that dominate volcanic

clouds.

Close on the heels of the Crutzen-Blrks insight tw@ other efforts got

underway. One was a study by the TTAPS group which ultimately resulted in

the first numerical estimates of the nuclear winter effect. The calcula-

tions done by this group were done in one dlmensioll--agood way to start,

By “one dimension” we mean that the calculations were able to describe what

was go~ng on as a function of height but could provide no information about

variatl,on9 with latltude or longitude. Although their calculations (and

especially the attendant publicity) tended to emphasize extreme cases, the
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TTAPS calculations performed the twin service of getting people’s attention

and providing a basis of

The second mjor

study undertaken by the

Agency. The chairman

discussion.

effort stimulated by the Crutzen-Eirks paper was a

National Academy of Science for the Defense Nuclear

of that group uas Dr. George Carrier of Harvard

University. In its report the Carrier committee emphasized the considerable

uncertainties in estimates of the many parameters involved in nuclear winter

calculations (smoke production, scavenging rates, and many others) and in

description of important physical processes. The report of the Carrier

Committee pointed to two significant areas of research which could reduce

the uncertainties. ~ne was work on fires. How much smoke wouid be produced,

over what period of time, and what would the all-important optical

properties be? A second area would be attempts to simulate the full

three-dimensional (al~itude, latitude, and longitude) response of the atmos-

phere.

There has not been significant progress in the characterization of

fires, in part because the questions must be addressed largely through

experiments. The questions to be answered and experimental deslE,lsare

still being formulated. However, in the area of numerical simulations con-

siderable progress has been made in the past two years. A description of’

the results of that work, carried out by Malone and co-workers at Los Alamos

forms much of the remainder of this paper.

The Impo:tant Processe:

Nuclear

and forests w

and Nagasaki

Lesting. In

explosions over cities, !ndustrialareas, or even grasslands

11 ignite f res. UP have the direct evidence of the Hiroshima

fires and the experience gained from the days of nuclear

addition, we have the evidence of a forest fire ignited in

Slberla in 1908 by the e~plosion of a large meteor in the atmosphere,

Although this explosion was certainly not nuclear, its other characteristics

were applicattleenough to support the contention that intense explosions can

set fires. During a nuclear war, fires might be set by direct ignition of

flannnah:c materials or might result from blast breaking gas lines, oausing

electrical ~horts, and so on. ?:though a s!ngle explosion might ignite many

3ma11 , u:dely scattered fires, breakage and dispersal of flanunable materials
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will promote the prompt creation o!’a mass fire covering a large area. Such

fires create tall plumes of rising, hot air which carry smoke particles at

least a few kilometers into the atmosphere.

As the plume cools it’s rate of rise slows and the largest particles

begin to settle out under the influence of gravity. In addition, if the

column contair,s significant amounts of water vapor (much of it produced in

the fire), rain drops form uhich can wash more of the particulate out of

the cloud. The “black rain” which fell on Hiroshima resul~ed from this

process.

In all likelihood, the cloud uill encounter winds at altitude which

will shear it and create a long trailing plume, much like those we see

downwind of tall smoke stacks or at the tops of thunderheads, h’indshesr

will. therefore, tend to give the smoke cloud a “footprint” -- a surface

area at least partially obscured by the smoke -- much larger in area tt,an

that of the fire itself.

As the smoke cloud moves with atmospheric winds there will be times

when, particularly over the oceans, rain will form, seeded in part by the

smoke particles. More

Intermittent smoke removal

duced lofting -- effective

of the atmosphere.

of the smoke will consequently be removed.

will continue until another process -- solar in-

y separates the smoke from rain-producing layers

During daylight hours the smoke, as an efficient absorber, will be

heated by the sunlight falling on it. Lieca~se the smoke particles arc typi-

cally quite small they cool efficiently by conduction, each particle heating

a small parcel of air around lt. This packet uf warm air is huoy~nt and

will tend to rj,se, carrying smoke particles with it. Compensating sub-

sidence will occur in adjacent regions of clear air.

There 1s another consequence of the heatirlgand subsequent lofting of

the smoke-containing air masses: The temperature structure of the atmosp-

here 1s modjfied and wl,thit the distribution of preci])itation.

In the normal atmosphere most incident sunlight passes unimpeded :0

the ground where most 1s absorbed and the rest is reflected back into space.

The heated ground re-radiates much of this energy at infrared wavelengths.

The lower part of the atmosphere is heat,cdby infrared radiation abscrbed by

water vapor and carbon dioxide and by convective motions (the buoyant ~otlon

of packets of air heated by contact with the ground), I!hlchals? spread
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water vapor 2s high as convective motions reach. These processes callsethe

atmosphere to be hottest npar the ground and L@ grow progressively colder up

to an altitude of roughly 10 kilometers. Above that altitude there are sig-

nificant abundances of species like ozone which can absorb enough sunlight

to heat that part of the atmosphere. Consequently, above 10 Ionthe atmosp-

heric temperature rises with altitude. A layer in which temperature

increases with altit~de is connectively stable, consequently the

moisture-bearin~ bubbles of the lower, unstable atmosph.:re(the troposphere)

can not penetrate into the overlying stable layer (the stratosphere). The

boundary separating these two regions is called the tropopause.

In the perturbed atmosphere following a nuclear war, heating of the

smoke clouds changes the temperature structure. The net effect is that the

tropopa~se (and uith it the moisture-ladened region from which smoke can be

removed by precipitation,)moves closer to the surface. Over the continents,

uhere surface cooling can be significant, the troposphere could conceivably

disappear for a time, at least locally.

The oceans respond rather differently. Because water moves freely a~]d

has a large heat capacity, the ocean surface is very difficult to cool. A

slight decrease in the surface temperature would quickly cause the cooled

water to sink and be replaced by warmer underlying water, Because the mass

of the oceans is much greater than that of the atmosphere, a nuclear winter

of plausible duration would have no substantive effect on oceanic

temperatures. The ocean surface will remain at a fairly constant

temperature. This will ensure the presence of at le~st a modest,

uater-bearing troposphere over the oceans. Uarm, moist air over the oceans

will flow with the prevailing winds onto windward shores, moderating the ef-

fects of nuclear winter at the ocean margins and contributing to persistent

precipitation at least in the lowest part of the atmosphere. This

precipitation should keep the near-surface layers of air relatively smoke

free.

A final process we need to mention is gravltacioral settling of smoke

particles. In the absence of precipitation, the very small smoke particles

will fall out of the atmosphere very slowly. Nonetheless, settling does oc-

cur on time scalea of months. During that same period particles will

occasionally coilide and stick together. The larger particles thus oreat.ed



will tend to settle out

the remnant troposphere,

Parameters
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more rapidly, These particles, once they fall into

will be rapidly removed by precipitation.

There are many numbers which could be specified for a nuclear winter

simulation: the time of year uhen the war occurs; the number, yield, and

targeting of the :~eapons;the extent of the fires produced; the amount and

chi~racteristicsof the smoke; it’s vertical injection profile; and so on.

Some of these parameters are simply unknowable. Description of the “war” is

an example. However, we can learn a great deal about the phenomenon of

nuclear uirlter by examining plausible cases aridplausible ranges of the

parameters. In doing so we can learn which parameters and processes are im-

portant and require fur’~herstudy, and which are relatively unimportant and

can be approximated.

The approach being taken by the Los Alamos group is to examine a small

number of cases (resembling the “baseline case” and excursions desc’ibed in

the Carrier Committee Report) with which the importance of !.?:lsical

processes can be tested as well as the effects of two dominant parameters.

These parameters are the mount of smoke injected into the atmosphere and

the time of year

Specifying the amount of smoke lumps together a number ~f parameters

and processes related to war scenarios and fire dynamics and chemistry.

Given our limited state of knowledge it would be virtually impossible to do

better than crudely estimate the amount of smoke to be expected from a given

war scenario. The Carrier Committee estimates that their baseline case -- a

war in which,roughly half of the existing weapons are actually detonated --

between 20 and 650 million metric tor,sof smoke would be inJected into the

atnmsphere. The committee recommends 180 million metric tons as a plausible

mid-range value. The modeling results to be discussed shortly concentrate on

this lk10million ton estimate, although w? will make some mention of the ef-

fect of different values cf this most important parameter.

We further assume th~t the firgs and resultant smoke will be con-

centrated over the United States and Europe, including the western part of

the Soviet Union, One might also include minor sources elsewhere 011the

planet but, as we ,?111see, lateral dispersal of the smoke clouds 1s fairly
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rapid so that details of’the initial distribution in latitude and longitude

are relatively unimportant.

We should also mention that the initial vertical distribution of the

in~ected smoke will depend on the intensity of the various fires and on lo-

cal meteorological conditions. Because there are likely to be a many of

fires occuring under a variety of circumstances, modeling the injection is

complex. In the early, one-dimensior,alstudies performed before the impor-

tance of solar-induced lofting wa:!~npreciatedconsiderable attention was

paid to the effect of varying the injection profile. However, it turns out

that loftinb is so dominant that the results are less sensitive to the in-

jection profile than previously thought. Nonetheless, we will discuss two

general cases which should span the plausible range: a “1ou” injection

profile in which the smoke is deposited between 2 and 5 kilometers altitude,

and an “NAS” profile which uses the Carrier Committed recommendation of

uniform smoke density between O and 9 kilometers.

A final parameter of importance is time of year. During the northern

,summerwhen the sun shines more or less directly down on the maJority of the

smoke, heating of the cloud is strong and modification of the vertical

profile of atmospheric temperature is dramatic. Further, the absolute

decrease in the amount of sunlight reaching the surface is quite large and,

consequently, cooling of the surface can be substantial, In winter when

sunlight strikes the northern hemisphere obliquely, the effecLs are much

reduced. Although simulations have no. yet been done with realis’;ictem-

poral variations of solar illuminations (the day/night cycle and the slower

change from day-to-day), cases done for mean Ju1:Iand January conditions il-

lustrate the expected seasonal variation. Because the atmosphere responds

to change on t~mescales of several days, effects of the day/night cycle are

expected to he minor.

Simulations of Nuclear Hinter

The ability to do three-dimensicmal simulations of the dynamics of the

normal atmosphere has existed for mny years. I’hereare a mall number of

groups who have developed computer programs called “general circulation

models” or “global climate models”, GCM’S for short. One of the principal

groups is at the National Center for Atmospheric Resuarch (NCAR) at Boulder,
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Colorado, and their computer code is called the ComriiunityClimate Model.

These computer programs have much in common with weather prediction codes,

but they have been designed to study the long-term behavjor of the atmosp-

here -- the phenomenon of climate.

In general the more sophisticated climate models do rather well. They

predict the existence and approximate locations and strengths of jet

streams, the amount and distribution of precipitation, and the run of atmos-

pheric temperature profiles. They are less capable of predicting short-term

variations or details of the surface temperature. The latter is par-

ticularly important for interpretationof nuclear uinter simulatiG1lsand we

will return to this point shortly.

A global climate model is the appropriate starting point for generating

nuclear winter simulations. However, much work had to be done before ap-

propriate simulations could be produced. The models, having beep designed

to study the normal atmosphere only, lacked representations of physical

processes central to nuclear winter. Examples include transport of particu-

late (the smoke and dust), absorption and scattering of sunlight and

heating of air by embedded particles, and removal of particles by rain.

‘.le work is not complete and, in particular, the code used for the

Los Alamos studies does not yet treat some secondary radiative effect of the

particles. Also, work remains to be done on treatment of the near-surface

atmospheric layers, which strongly influence surface temperature, the

predicted quantity of greatest interest.

Nonetheless, we have learned a great deal about the problem with the

computer model as presently modified and can now give a general, qualitative

picture of nuclear winter.

The simulation we will desoribe i~volved the inJection of 170 million

metric tons of smoke (but no dust) in July over the United States, Europe

and the western Soviet Union, as illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows

the result of solar-induced lofting. Jn the cases illustrated here smoke

was injected between 2 and 5 kilometers altitude. There are two sets of

curves in the figure; both illustrate the concentration of particles. The

dashed curves -- iabeled “passive” -- result from a simulation in which the

particles do not absorb solar radiation. Such particles are moved by the

simulated ~inds and are removed by the simulated precipitation but have no

affect un the atmosphere. The contours indicate particle concentrations,
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averaged over longitude, twenty days into the simulation. The maxirr,umcon-

centration of passive particles is still located in the lowest five

kilometers of the atmosphere, where the particles were injected. The solid

curves -- labeled “irlteractive”-- show the concentration of smoke particles

which interact with (absorb) solar radiation in addition to being

transported by winds and scavei~gedby precipitation. It is evident that the

smoke has been lofted by solar heating and that the concentrations are

larger. Compared to the passive tracer, more smoke remains in the atmosp-

here because lofting and modification of the atmospheric temperature profile

due to solar heating of smoke have effectively separated the smoke from the

precipitation which would remove it.

These effects are illustrated in the next three figures. Figure 3a

shows the normal structure of the atmosphere; we have drawn contours of tem-

perature (in degrees kelvin) and indicated the location of the tropopause bv

a heavy dashed curve. The second figure of the set (Fig. gb) indicates the

structure of the perturbed atmosphere with the lowered tropopause and heated

stratosphere evident. In the third figure (Fig. 4) ue have indicated the

location of smoke with the dotted regi~ns and that of precipitation with the

striped markin~s. Most of the remaining smoke is above the tropopause and

most of the rain is below.

The consequence of this separation of smoke from precipitation is a

pronounced decrease in the removal rate after the atmospheric structure has

cha~ged. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the change with tj.me of

globally integrated smoke mass. The uppermost pair of dashed curves apply

to interactive smoke injected with “low” and “NAS” vertical distributions;

the curves show a very slow decrease of smoke mass after about two weeks.

For comparison, the dashed curve labelled “passive, 10W” shows how the

removal would proceed without solar heating of smoke.

As mentioned above, the smoke was initially in~ected ever the United

States, Europe, and the Soviet Union. If there were no variation of wind

speed with altitude, latitude or longitude, the patchy distrib~tion of the

smoke would persist. However, even the nor~l atmosphere has considerable

variation in wind speed and direction and even more variation 1s present in

the perturbed atmosphere. These variations, together with the great verti-

cal distribution of of the lofted smoke, enmre that before long the

initially patchy distrlbut(on becomes more uniform over much of the northern
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hemisphere. Figure 6a indicates the smoke distribution in latitude and lon-

gitude at day 20 of t!le interactive simulation. Some patchiness has

persisted. For instance, there is a relatively clear space over the north

Atlantic where roughly half of the direct sunlight can penetrate to the

surfa:~e. At this same Lime the heavier concentration over central.Asia

means that only about a third of the incident sunlight can get through. By

day 40, shown in Fig. 6b, more of the smoke has been removed or has spread

southward, the distribution has become more uniform, and over much of the

northern heinispherebetween half and three-quarters of the incident sunlight

is getting through.

The prediction of nuclear winter simulations that have the greatest im-

portance for agricultural and other human activities is surface temperature.

Although several improvements to the model are needed to increase our con-

fidence in its predictiot:s,we can indicate general trends from the current

simulations. Figure 7a indicates temperature departures, relative to normal

conditions as predicted in the GCM simulation of the unperturbed atmosphere,

for a July war. Averages over Days 5-10 are plotted. In the cross-hatched

regions over most of North America and the Soviet IJniontemperature

decreases of more than 15 degrees centigrade might be expected. These

qualitative predictions are in agreement with the expectation that the

greatest cooling should occur near the centers of the major land masses in

the northern middle latitudes. Notice the less severe effects over the west

coast or North America and most of the NATO areas produced by the influx of

relatively warm air from over tkleoceans. Figure 7b indicates temperature

changes averaged over Days 35-40. The long lifetime of smoke in July causes

reductions of 5-15°C to persist over the continents north of 30° N.

The simulations we have Just discussed were done for July conditions.

In January, when the sun angle is lower, solar-induced lofting is less

important. Less separation of smoke and precipitation occurs, so smoke is

removed more rapidly, as indicated by the solid curves in Fig. 5 labelled

“NAS” and “low,” However, smoke remo’~alis still less rapid than without

the influence of solar heating, illustrated by the solid “passive, low”

curve. Figure 8 shows the January smoke distribution at day 20. Compared

with the July simulations tnere is only about half as much smoke to be found

over any given location.
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Finally, in Fig. g we show an average over Day 5-10 for a January case.

Cooling by as much as 159C is widespread over the northern hemisphere con-

tinents during the first two weeks. The temperature returns toward normal

faster than in the summer case because smoke removal proceeds more rapidly

in winter. t_. .

AnaloEs

The concept of nuclear winter was borl:out of the A1’~arezhypothesis

that the impact of an asteroid or comet with the Earth some 65 million years

ago threw a great ~loud of’dust into the atmosphere and that the resultant

global cooling led to mass extinctions of organisms ranging from marine

plankton at the base of the food chain to dinosaurs at the top, In connec-

tion with both the Alvarez and Nuclear Winter hypotheses, much interest has

been paid to episodes of’ilnusually cold weather associated with great vol-

canic erupticn,s. The volcanic and impact cases have some relevance to the

physics of nuclear winter. However, as the Carrier Committee emphasizes in

its report, these analogs have often been cited uncritically.

Let us briefly discl~ss first the Cretaceous-T’ertiaryphenomenon and

then the volcanic evidence.

The tL’c things that seem weil established about the sudden end to the

Cretaceus are that many kinds of organisms died--that there were mass

extinctions--and that the triggering event was the impact of an asteroid or

comet of about 10 kilometers dimeter. Uhat we do not know are the environ-

mental stresses that led to the mass extinctions and, in particular, to the

pattern of extinctions. Much has been said and written about the potential

of nuclear winter to have biological consequences of a magnitude comparable

to the K-T event. However, In the absence of better knowledge about the

events of sixty-five million years ago (or indeed of other instances of im-

pacts which surely must have occurred but which did not make as lasting an

impression in the biological record) it is premature to speak of rllclear

winter as a threat to the continued existence of terrestrial life.

That is not to say that nuclear winter might not be a severe threat to

survivors of the prompt effects of a nuclear war. The war itself would

likely kill hundreds of milllons of people and destroy the transportation
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and communications networks on which modern societies depend. Add to that

the possibility of episodes of sub-freezing weather or, at least, of a sig-

nificantly shortened growing season following the war and the survi’~rs

would be even more severely stressed.

We have an indication from the volcanic analogs of the nature of the

effects that might be expected during the late stages of a nuclear winter,

During the Nineteenth Century two very large volcanic explosions occurred in

the Indonesian Archipelago: Tambora in 1815 and Krakatau in 1883. Both oc-

casioned unusual sunsets and at least in the case of Tambora there seems to

have been a period, particularly in 1816, wher? episodes of freezing weather

occurred in mid-sur:ner. The year 1816 has been called -- with drama but not

with accuracy -- The Year Without a Summer. M book with that sub-title and

a companion piece in Scientific American have been published Ly the

Stcmunels,

In April 1815 Mount Tambora on the island of Sumbawa s[lffereda

series of explosi’~eeruptions which threw approximately 100 cubic kilometers

Qf the mountain into the air, This is about 100 times the material ejected

by the May 11180 eruption of Mt. St. Helens. Althnugh most of the ejects

fell nearby, the skies in that part of the world were blackened. “l’hedark-

nes~ occasioned in the daytime by the ashes in Java was so profound, that

nothing aqual to it was ever witnessed in the darkest nigtlt.” .S0wrote Sir

Thomas Raffles, then temporary Lt. Governor in the Dutch East Indies.

By the summer of 1816, the cloud had probably spread over much of the

world. Steve Schneider has estimated that the global mean temperature

reduction was about 0.3°Centigrade (0.5”F), but it is clear that local

variations ~ould be much greater. As summarized by the Stommels, the summer

of 1816 had some very unusual weather. Records are not extensive for that

period, but in New England, where there are quite a few records of’weather

and temperature, we know that mean temperatures were depressed by several

degrees at New Haven, for example, and, perhaps more importantly, there was

snow in mid-June as far south as th~ northern Massachusetts border and kill-

ing frosts on July !lthand August %lst and 30th. The effects were by no

means uniform and depended strongly on lat!tude, local topography, and dis-

tance from the sea. Nonetheless, 1816 was generally a bad year for farmers.
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Similar phenomena were reported in western Europe but not, as far as we can

tell, in China or Japan where rice crops were normal.

One very important point wilichshould be made at this juncture !.sthat

comparison of the volcanic experience with the nuclear war case is fraught

with peril. All tso often ore reads “The Tambora explosion, with an ex-

plosive energy estimated at X megatons, produced a global temperature

decline of one degree centigrade. Therefore, a one thousand megaton nuclear

war.....” The simple fact is that the particulate injected j,ntothe atmos-

phere by a major volcanic explosion have very different optical properties.

The sulfate and dust particles ejected by volcanos scatter sunlight rather

than absorb it. Therefore, they have relatively little effect on the tem-

perature structure of the atmosphere and do not self-loft. The cases are

very different.

Nevertheless, the volcanic experience does suggesL that, in the late

stages of a nuclear winter, even for small reductions in the mean tempera-

ture there could be local fluctuations of rvlchgreaier magnitude with

important consequences.

CerleralStatements About Nuclear Winter.

The computer simulations which have been done to date sllggesta few

general conclusions.

● Heating of the srflokeby ~unlight is extremely important and

produces several effects whict;decrease the efficiency with which

precipitation removes smoke from the atmosphere. First, the heat-

ing gives rise to vertical motions which carry smoke well above

its original injection height. Second, the tropopause, initially

above the smoke, reforms below the heated smoke !.ayer and

separates it from precipitatio~ below. Although much smoke is

scavenged while the the!mal structure Is being altered, the

residence time of the remaining smoke is greatly incremed. lie

find, particularly for July conditions, a longer lastlng “nuclear

winter” effect than in earner modeiing studies in uhjch normal

tropospheric residence times were assumed, In January, the

smaller solar flux lrl the northern hemisphere allows faster

removal of smoke than in July.
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● These effects also decrease the sensitivity of the residence time

to the poorly known vertical distribution with which smoke would

be injected into the atmosphere.

● The movemect of smoke to higher altitudes speeds its dispersal

over the hemisphere because

aloft.

● The greatest effects oucur with

● Typical temperature decreases

those predicted in TTAPS.

precipitation become physically

the horizontal winds are stronger

July conditions.

will tend to be less severe than

However, because the smoke and

separated, recovery to normal tem-

peratures may occur more slowly. We anticipate that noticeable

cooling following a summer war could persist for several months,

if as much smoke ir produced as assumed in the studies described

here.

● If the smoke mass is a factor of ten smaller, which is within the

range of current estimates, only small temperature changes lasting

a few weeks will occur. Smoke masses greater than 170 million

metric tons primarily increase the duration and global extent of

the climate change, rather than its severity in the northern

hemisphere.

c The simulations do not yet accurately predict surface temperature

variations. However, it is reasonable to expect that occasional

local variations will be greater than Lhe mean changes indicated

here.

Uncertainties

It is important tc, emphasize the tenative nature of n~!clearwinter

predictions, Aithough great strides have been made in understanding the

relevant physical processes, we have a long way to go both in understanding

the amount and characteristics of smoke produced ky large fires and in the

development of computer models, The global climate simulations are done

with physical

is clear that

scales will

distribution.

re~clution roughly the size of the state of New Mexico, yet it

processes that occur during the first few days on much smaller

be important in determining the initial smoke loading and

We need to know more about the physicfll and optical
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properties of smoke produced in large urban fires and about the dynamics a~t

chemistry of those fires. Such information will be difficult to obtain. In

addition, we need to gain confidence in the reliability of the simulations,

a task also made difficul~ by a lack of experimental data against which to

test results. In this latter area appeal to data obtained from spacecraft

about the atmospheres of other planets, particularly Mars, may be fruitful.

At present we can not offer detailed predictions, only trends and in-

dications of the general character of a nuclear winter.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Geographical pattern of smoke injection. Smoke or passive tracer

is in~ected over the United States, Europe and the western Soviet Union at a

rate which is maximum at day O and decreases linearly to O at day 7; half of

the mass is injected during the first two days.

Fig. 2. Longitudinally averaged mass mixing ratiGs for July conditions at

day 20. The dash~d contours apply to a passive tracer, while the solid con-

tours apply to interactive smoke. In each case 170 Tg (1 Tg ❑ 10]* g =

1 million metric tons) of material was in~ncted over the northern-hemisphere

continents with a “low” injection profiie (see text). The contours of

-9mixing ratio are labeled in units of 10 g material/g air.

Fig. 3. The longitudinally averaged temperature (K) ir)the simulated

unperturbed (a) and perturbed (b) atmospheres, for July conditions, The

perturbed distribution is a 5-day average beginning 15 days after the in-

itiation of injection of 170 Tg or smoke with the “NAS” vertical injection

profile. The unperturbed distribution in (a) is a long-term average. In

each figure the approximate position of the tropopause is indicated by the

heavy dashed line,

Fig. 4. The relative posttions of the modi~ied tropopause (heavy dashed

line) and the precipitation distribution (cross-hatched region below the

tropopauye), both averaged over days 15-20, and the smoke dlstrlbutlon at

day 20 (stippled area above the tropopause) for the 170 Tg “NAS” case

portrayed in Fig, 3b, Darker stippling indicates greater smoke loading; the

-9smoke contour intervals correspond to mixing ratios of 10, 40, and 7OX1O g

smoke/g air. These may be compared with the solid contours in Fig, 2, which

apply to a “low” injection July case, also ~t day 20,

Fig. 5. The mass of material remalnlng in the global atmosphere aa a func-

tion of time, The upper four curves apply to smoke, the lower pair to

passive tracer. Solld and dashed curves indloato January and July condit-

lon9, respectively. LaLels indicate “low” and “NAS” in~ectlons. The
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slopes of the passive tracer curves at late times yield l/e-residence times

of 5 to 6 days, which agree well with observed residence times of aerosols

in the lower troposphere.

Fig. 6. The vertically integrated solar absorption optical depth of smoke

at day 20 (a) and ddy 40 (b) of the interactiveJuly simulation with 170 Tg

injected with the “NAS” vertical profile, Tt,($contours are in intervals of

0.1 with the lowest value being 0.1 on the southernmost contour. If T is

the absorption optical depth, the light reaching the surface from the sun

overhead is reduced by a factor of e-~. For T=O.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, the

factor e-T is 0,90, 0.74, 0.61 and 0,50, respectively.

Fig. 7. The change in surface air temperature relative to the unperturbed

atmosphere in July for 170 Tg of smoke inj~cted with the “NAS” profile.

Five-day averages of the perturbed case, minus the long-~erm aver~.geof the

unperturbed case, are shown: (a) days 5-10, (b) days 35-40. Only changes

larger in magll

at tile bottom

reductions in

regions ne~r I

tude than 50C are shown. ‘Jalu~’sare ir]dicatedin ?Ie legend

of the figure; the designation “<-15” refers to temp~rature

excess of 15°C below normal. Note Lhat the warm and cool

ntarctlca are simply manifestations of storms which occur

naturally in the wintertime circumpolar flow; they have no connection with

the changes occuring in the northern hemisphere,

Fig. 8. The same as Fig. 6a, except for January conditions, The small

areas with the darkest stippling have optical depths In excess of 0.5.

Fig. 9. The same as Tig. 7a, except for Janual’yconditions.
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